BRUNSWICK RECREATION COMMISSION
Wednesday, February 17, 2021
5:00p.m.

TOWN HALL WITH COMMISSIONERS VIA ZOOM
85 UNION STREET
AGENDA

1.

Minutes of January 26, 2021

2.

Citizens input/correspondence:

3.

Adjustments to the agenda

4.

Recreation Program Report – Troy Smith, Deputy Director
• Update on Relocation of Winter Indoor Programming and COVID-19 Precautions

5.

OLD BUSINESS

6.

a.

LC3 Update – Chair Lyne

b.

Town Council Consideration of the Potential Acquisition of (144+/-)
acres of Property on the West Side between the Runway at Brunswick Landing
and Route 123.

NEW BUSINESS
a.

February 24, 2021 Joint Meeting with the Rivers and Coastal Waters
Commission Regarding Simpson’s Point Road and Water Access Issues

b.

Winter Outdoor Recreation Facilities Update

7.

OTHER BUSINESS

8.

Date for next meeting is March 17, 2021. Meeting will be held at the Brunswick
Town Hall Located in Town Council Chambers with Commissioners Participating via
Zoom beginning at 7:00pm.

9.

Adjournment

BRUNSWICK RECREATION COMMISSION
DATE: January 26th, 2020
DIGITAL MEETING
TIME: 7:00 pm
VIA ZOOM MEETINGS
MINUTES
Present:

Chair Mike Lyne, Commissioners William Wilkoff, Melissa Archbell, Brianne
Smithson, and Eric Foushee.

Absent:

None.

Also Present: Parks and Recreation Director, Tom Farrell; Deputy Director, Troy Smith
Chair Lyne welcomed everyone to the Zoom meeting and then took a role call by calling
on Commissioners and staff individually to introduce themselves.
1
1a

1b

MINUTES
MINUTES OF NOVEMBER 18, 2020
COMMISSIONER SMITHSON MOVED TO APPROVE THE MINUTES; SECONDED
BY COMMISSIONER ARCHBELL; VOTE 5-0 UNANIMOUS OF THOSE PRESENT.
MINUTES OF DECEMBER 17, 2020
COMMISSIONER FOUSHEE MOVED TO APPROVE THE MINUTES; SECONDED
BY COMMISSIONER WILKOFF; VOTE 5-0 UNANIMOUS OF THOSE PRESENT.

2

CITIZENS INPUT AND CORRESPONDENCE
None.

3

ADJUSTMENTS TO THE AGENDA
None.

4

RECREATION PROGRAM REPORT
Deputy Director Smith began his report by reiterating that the Recreation Center is now
being used for the COVID-19 vaccination clinic, but the Recreation Department was
operating some programming inside and outside of the building up until that point. Smith
then detailed the programming that is underway or just recently ended. These programs
included:
Cross Country Ski Lessons- 18 Participants
Learn to Ski and Snowboard at Lost Valley- 13 Participants
Teens to Trails- 10 Participants
Youth Hip Hop Dance Club (Winter)- 12 Participants
Virtual Mad Science- 2 Participants
Deputy Director Smith then segued to discuss his planning effort for programming moving
forward, including collaborations with other Town staff and Brunswick Schools in order to
gain access to facilities that had been restricted due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Smith noted
that in working with School Staff he was able to secure time throughout the day at the
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Coffin School Gymnasium from 1-8pm, Monday- Friday. Smith noted that the younger
basketball program will be held in that facility and adult Pickleball will also be held there,
but all of the programs offered will fall within the updated DECD guidelines. Smith
explained that indoor youth sports are now permitted within the Brunswick School
Department so Recreation Department programming can also happen, however, this
programming will cease if Brunswick School Department finds that it is no longer safe.
Smith continued to explain that this change is based on a shift in the stance on counties
designated as yellow within the Maine Department of Education classification system.
Smith noted that individual school superintendents are now able to make the determination
about what is best for community and Brunswick’s Superintendent, Phil Potenziano have
decided that extracurricular sports can happen.
Deputy Director Smith then noted that the Parks and Rec Department is beginning
preparations to launch the 2nd-8th grade Youth Basketball League. Smith added that there
are about 100 children signed up or 40% of typical enrollment. To that point Smith
explained that program registrations have been trending this way for a number of seasons
based on the COVID-19 precautions. Smith concluded that Rec Department staff are
excited to get the program started and excited about the ability to use Harriet Beecher
Stowe School for Tuesday and Thursday nights, as this will provide adequate space. Smith
further concluded that the intent is for the program to get started as soon as possible, but
much of the information about gym availability was just determined earlier in the day and
will need to be finalized over a number of days.
Deputy Director Smith expressed that the program will begin the week of February 8th and
will feature a similar programming schedule to the Fall BYSL program with two weeks of
skill practices followed by 4 weeks of practices and games. Smith explained that the goal is
to keep cohorts of no more than 10 kids together for practices, but game play will include
up to 40 individuals by week 6. Smith highlighted that these smaller team numbers will be
positive for children as they will have more opportunity to play and individual skill practice
will be improved as well. Smith reiterated once more that the Parks Department is very
happy to finally see a start to the program and Smith also thanked families for the patience
as the program start has been delayed by a number of weeks.
Smith then established that the Recreation Department Staff are continuing to seek out
alternative locations and times to continue to offering programming that has been
displaced. Smith encouraged folks to check the Rec Department Facebook page and
website frequently as this is the main method of communication utilized by the department
to pass along programming updates. Smith also mentioned that the department will utilize
press releases to inform the public about program offerings outside of the building.
Commissioner Wilkoff followed up Smith’s remarks by commending him for his amazing
work. Chair Lyne seconded Wilkoff’s statement and added that many folks are not aware
that the Recreation Department serves as the front line for Brunswick’s emergency
preparedness, whether in the case of a mass casualty event or a major power outage. Lyne
continued on to note that the Recreation Department frequently triages the needs of the
community, but Recreation programming often gets deprioritized in those moments. Lyne
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concluded that there are consequences for the many families who are reliant upon this
programming and he commended the Parks and Recreation Department staff for the ability
to adapt in those moments to continue to provide for the community.
Director Farrell followed up Chair Lyne’s remark by recognizing Scott Smith and
Superintendent Potenziano who have been crucial in the effort to work around these new
developments. Farrell explained that they helped to work out the details to ensure that the
schools were meeting all of their protocols and the Recreation Department was meeting
their protocols as well. Farrell continued to explain that they were incredibly receptive and
had a willingness to work together to solve the problem. Farrell reiterated once more that
wanted to recognize the School Department for this collaboration and for the continued
level rapport the Recreation Department has with their staff.
Director Farrell added that Parks and Rec Staff are also working with other community
partners to try and offer different programs. Farrell summarized that those offerings will be
made public on the website and via Facebook once the details are finalized, but he was
hesitant to mention details until they are confirmed. Farrell then recalled Chair Lyne’s
question about Parks and Rec staff providing information for Recreation Commissioners to
pass along to constituents. Farrell committed to providing this information to
Commissioners prior to the weekend so they are prepared to respond to questions and
concerns about Rec Department programming.
Deputy Director Smith replied to Farrell by stating that he has tried to keep messaging as
simple as possible so that the community is aware of offerings. Smith also committed to
compiling information to provide to Commissioners’ once the details are all finalized. Lyne
concluded this section of the meeting by expressing his gratitude to the School Department
and all of the collaborators who have made this possible and opened up spaces for use.
5
5a

OLD BUSINESS
LC3 UPDATE
Chair Lyne began by highlighting that Commissioners’ packets included a conceptual
drawing with is the result of multiple years of conversations about the 10 acres of land
adjacent to the Recreation Center. Lyne added that this drawing also incorporates the input
of two new user groups who hope that their use type could also be incorporated into the
planning. One of those user groups, Lyne explained, is interested in building a pump track
training facility for mountain bicyclists of all ages and they are basing their design on other
facilities located in Bath and Gorham, Maine. The second group, Lyne continued to
explain, is the Midcoast Pickleball group who are well established in the area; playing
frequently at the Recreation Center and currently playing outdoors at the courts on the
Brunswick Landing. Lyne noted that the demand for courts has increased dramatically and
this user group, who has a strong following, is interested in seeing more courts built. Lyne
concluded that these two new user groups will be included in the intended usage which
includes an outdoor aquatics facility and grass fields that will eventually be converted to
turf fields.
Chair Lyne established that this most recent rendering will be presented to the user groups
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at the next LC3 committee meeting on February 4th. Lyne noted that this draft will be
refined throughout the months of February and March. It will then be presented to
Recreation Commission once again, as well as the Town Council and a public process will
begin so that input beyond the LC3 committee can be included. Lyne added that some
consulting help will be required for organizing the public comment process, but this is also
dependent upon conversations with the Town Council. Lyne concluded that the planning
process would likely last from April to June and a well-defined master plan would then be
presented to the Recreation Commission and Town Council. Lyne further concluded that
the plan would then need to be approved by the Department of the Interior and an
environmental process would also need to be completed through the Navy and the
Department of Environmental Protection. Chair Lyne stated that, based on this timeline,
user groups would then be able to begin fundraising efforts in earnest around June. Chair
Lyne expressed hopes that fund raising will include some use of modest capital
campaigning, as well as Recreation Impact Fee funds and any grants that the group is able
to secure.
Director Farrell followed up Lyne’s remarks by commending Commissioner Archbell on
her efforts to include all of the different proposed venues into the finite footprint available
for the new construction. Farrell expressed his feeling that this is the best first draft that
could possibly be made because it represents all of the ideas submitted by the different user
groups and makes the best use of the area with many multipurpose courts and fields. Farrell
noted that he is eager to get the draft in front of the LC3 committee because some of what’s
represented will likely be excluded in the final draft. Farrell provided the example of the
fields in Archbell’s draft as they are oriented in an east to west fashion when fields are
typically built in a north to south orientation. Farrell noted that, while this will likely
change in further renderings, it helps user groups to understand the amount of space that
will likely be dedicated to a specific type of use. Farrell also used Pickleball as an example
because Archbell was able to fit four courts on her draft, but he is also aware that there are
already capacity issues with the Midcoast Pickleball group’s current location that has 6
courts. Farrell concluded that a lot of discussion will likely be generated by this draft and
Farrell expressed his hope that Lyne will help to facilitate this conversation. Farrell
reiterated once more that Archbell really maximized the use of the space based on all of the
ideas that have been considered.
Chair Lyne established that this draft is certainly a conversation starter, but there are also
layers to what will be built at a certain time. Lyne noted that there are some infrastructure
considerations, like lighting, that must be included when considering the best layout. Lyne
also noted that there is a surplus of fields in the plan, which might need to be reconsidered
in order to accommodate more use types. Lyne concluded that he looks forward to the
conversation and welcomed questions and comments from other Commissioners. Lyne,
before welcoming these comments and questions, clarified that the next 5 months will
include multiple opportunities to provide feedback on the draft before the final draft is
submitted.

Commissioner Foushee asked if the pool would be included in the planning, which was
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affirmed, but Lyne also noted that the ice rink is no longer being considered as part of this
plan because the rink stakeholders intend to build in Topsham. Foushee also sought
clarification on the pump track. Lyne noted that pump tracks are not typically very large
facilities and this draft includes a track layout that is just less than one acre, although the
stakeholders were hoping for 2 acres. Lyne reiterated that this construction will likely be a
phased approach and substantial fundraising will need to take place, especially for the
aquatic facility. Lyne then provided the example of turf fields and the contemplation of
whether or not this is the best location for those fields. Chair Lyne then established that
both the pump track and Pickleball stakeholders have greater fundraising abilities and are
both confident that they could put together modest capital campaigns to fundraise for this
construction. To that point Lyne explained that, if it is determined that this is the best
location for them and they are able to raise the funds, this would be an appropriate use of
the Recreation Impact Fee fund as well as any grants that could be secured. In the short
term, Lyne proposed that grass fields be installed while a determination is being made
about the certainty of turf fields.
Director Farrell added that the last Town Council meeting featured a segment where he was
specifically called upon to discuss the use of Recreation Impact Fees. Farrell explained that
he shared with the Town Council that LC3 preliminarily set a schedule to appear before the
Town Council in March or April in order to provide an update since the ice rink
stakeholders are no longer part of this concept. Farrell emphasized that this is an important
next step in the process because the public input process is still to be determined. Lyne
reiterated that this rendering is just a draft intended to get the initial ideas in front of the
Recreation Commission and Town Council, but the draft does still need public input. Lyne
then asked Director Farrell if he intended to revisit planning consultants who have been
used in the past.
Farrell confirmed that he planned to contact previous consultants specifically for the public
process, but has not done so as of yet. Farrell stated that he intended to reach out prior to
the next LC3 meeting so that he could report on this at the upcoming meeting. Farrell
highlighted that this is a little different than the processes he has been involved in
previously as this process includes a physical draft for the consultant to work with as they
develop the public process for determining what to place there. Farrell explained that he
has been more accustomed to a process that starts from a blank slate and asks community
constituents what they would like to see on the slate, as opposed to providing the public
with a draft of what could be built there and asking for their input about what to include or
remove from the plan. Farrell concluded that he intends to discuss this with the consults in
order to better understand how this would work.
Farrell then asked Recreation Commissioners if they had any other thoughts about potential
uses for this parcel of land that are not reflected on the plan. Foushee expressed that he felt
everything included was warranted, but also expressed uncertainty with regard to the pump
track facility as he is not so familiar with this form of recreation. To that point Foushee
inquired if the pump track facility is an all-season facility. Lyne replied that the facility
could be used year round and it is not the type of facility that would need to be plowed if
there was significant snow fall. Lyne also added that there are varying degrees of
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specificity with regard to pump track construction as they can be completely organic,
aggregate or synthetic. Lyne summarized that there is high demand for it and there is a lot
of trail riding happening currently so it makes sense to include a facility of this type. Lyne
added that there are other properties closer to the trails on Brunswick Landing that will be
conveyed to the Town of Brunswick in the future, but it has not yet been determined
whether or not those locations would be more appropriate for this facility. Lyne concluded
that these conversations with the pump track stakeholders are in their infancy and there is
always a possibility that they may find another more suitable location that requires them to
withdraw from this planning process.
Foushee then asked Farrell if there is land beyond this footprint that could be acquired in
the future or if this draft is representative of the extent of land available immediately next
to the Recreation Center. Director Farrell explained that this draft maximizes the available
land because there is existing businesses and housing surrounding the property. Farrell
looked to Commissioner Archbell, who drafted the plan, to provide input on whether or not
she recalled additional land being available. Archbell explained that there is some space
that could possibly be encroached upon to the north because there is some space between
the parking lot and the field shown. Archbell added that the space available does take into
consideration the need for sidelines, as well as space for fencing if it is desired. Archbell
concluded that there is some space for encroachment or about 30 feet before the end of the
property line, but not for an additional site or venue.
Director Farrell followed up by asking Archbell what her process was for determining how
folks would travel throughout the complex, including entryways and walkways. Archbell
explained that walkways have not specifically been included in the plan, but there are gaps
between each of the different facilities and proposed uses. Commissioner Archbell added
that there would likely need to be more than just utilitarian sidewalk. Archbell then spoke
specifically about the field orientation, noting that there isn’t enough space from north to
south to fit a full playing field of 360 feet or 120 yards. Lyne affirmed that connectivity of
the venues is important throughout the planning process. Lyne also questioned whether or
not there is currently surplus parking that could potentially add additional space for
construction of recreation venues. Lyne hypothesized that, while some days may require
every parking space to be utilized, the smaller parking lot to the north of the facility draft
could possibly be repurposed, but Lyne also noted that ample, existing parking
infrastructure is part of the appeal of the site. Archbell followed up Lyne’s remarks by
noting that previous renderings of this draft showed expanded parking to accommodate for
the proposed ice rink and the need for additional parking. Without the rink and additional
parking, Archbell added that there was more width for the southern field, but given the
level of use that the Recreation Center has and the agreements with area organizations for
parking lot space, Archbell stated that additional parking may still need to be considered.
Director Farrell affirmed Archbell’s commentary about the available parking, highlighting
that the residents of housing complex next to the Recreation Center are currently parking in
the lot, but the lot belongs to the Town of Brunswick and there is no formal agreement to
allow them to park there. To that point, Farrell explained that they have been allowed to
park there because there have not been any issues with the parking lot capacity, however,
that the Town of Brunswick has issued a parking ban for the coming months given that the
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Recreation Center will be repurposed for the vaccination clinic. Farrell continued on to
explain that events held at the Recreation Center tend to require all of the available parking,
including the parking shown on the draft between the two fields.
Chair Lyne reiterated that this draft is a great start and it is good that there are clear
deadlines. Lyne also expressed that he is eager to start to make progress on this project that
has been in discussion for many years. Lyne then segued to discussing the current winter
usage for the parcel of the land, which is a skate skiing facility that has been open for about
a week. Lyne invited Commissioner Wilkoff to speak about this usage as he was part of the
planning effort to launch the skate ski facility.
Commissioner Wilkoff noted that it is nice to have skate skiing available currently, but
there are other projects that could likely trump the need and there are other places to pursue
skiing. Lyne hypothesized that when some uses are ready to be installed on the parcel, there
may be grass fields that are still available for ski tracking in the winter until all of the final
venues are completed. Lyne concluded that he is hopeful that there will be some winter
uses available for the parcel of land. Farrell added that some folks have suggested a winter,
outdoor ice rink that could serve the population of people living in the ample housing units
available on the Brunswick Landing.
Commissioner Foushee suggested that the pump track would lend itself well to the phased
construction process, given that a non-synthetic surface could be reworked over time to suit
different uses. Chair Lyne highlighted that this was part of his discussion with the Pump
Track stakeholders, as the focus of this site is building rather than excavating. Lyne
continued on to explain that if a better site came about, they would be able to move the
venue to a different location. Lyne concluded that the site is very windy so whatever
material ends up installed will need to be packed down very well.
6
6a

NEW BUSINESS
RECREATION CENTER USE BY MIDCOAST HOSPITAL TO ADMINISTER A
LARGE SCALE COVID-19 VACCINATION PROGRAM
Director Farrell began by announcing that the Midcoast Hospital has been working in
collaboration with the Town of Brunswick over the last 10 days to prepare for the
hospital’s use of the field house for a vaccination clinic, including several large team
meetings with Town of Brunswick staff and members of the Midcoast Hospital team.
Farrell explained that the clinic opened on Monday, January 25th and is by appointment
only. Farrell continued to explain that folks interested in receiving a vaccine should reach
out to Midcoast Hospital by phone or by visiting their website in order to sign up for the
process. Farrell added that in order to get vaccinated you must be part of the group that is
eligible to receive a vaccine, which is currently the 1b group, and those folks will be able to
reserve a time to receive the vaccine after calling or visiting the hospital’s website.
Director Farrell expressed that the administration of the vaccination clinic went extremely
well for the first day. Farrell added that there weren’t any long wait lines and 10 individuals
are getting vaccinated about every 15-20 minutes. Farrell also added that there were a
tremendous number of volunteers and staff available to aid in the effort and they were all
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very well organized in their effort to administrate this clinic. Farrell highlighted, however,
that Midcoast Hospital has indicated that this effort will likely take several months given
the numbers of vaccines they are projected to administer. Farrell then noted that Deputy
Director Smith planned to speak later in the meeting about the steps taken by the
Recreation Department to secure alternate locations to continue deliver a comparable level
of programming throughout these months.
Farrell explained that the Town Council was in full support of the Recreation Center being
utilized for this purpose. Farrell continued to explain that Midcoast Hospital looked at a
number of different locations, but the Recreation Center was the most suitable location
because of ADA accessibility, parking, ample space and ease of access into and off of the
Brunswick Landing. Farrell noted that there are 4 electronic signs that help to direct traffic
from the different entrance points. Farrell also noted that there are volunteers available to
help direct individuals who show up without an appointment to access the information they
need to get one scheduled. Farrell concluded that it seems to be working very well. Farrell
then stated that, anecdotally he has heard a lot of feedback from folks who had never been
to the Recreation Center and didn’t realize all of the amenities that were available at the
Recreation Center. Farrell theorized that without the clinic this large number of individuals
likely would not have realized just how valuable to Recreation Center is, but now they are
planning to visit after the clinic is finished.
Chair Lyne followed up Farrell’s remarks by inquiring what the messaging should be for
commissioners who are approached about displaced programming. Lyne asked Farrell if
their questions or comments should be directed to him or if there will be a particular
message that could be passed along. Farrell responded by noting that a Facebook post and
website update were both posted the Friday prior to the start of the clinic that explained that
the Recreation was closed to traditional uses and an alternate location was secured for the
delivery of a majority of the programming that was currently being delivered. Director
Farrell encouraged folks to check back regularly for updates, but also noted that the
majority of the update will be delivered by Troy, including which activities will be changed
or relocated and continue to be offered, as well as which programs will cease until they are
able to be offered again.

6b

SIMPSON’S POINT ROAD PROPOSED PAVING AND WIDENING
Director Farrell established that Brunswick’s Town Manager brought forth a plan to fund
the improvements at Simpson’s Point at the most recent Town Council meeting. Farrell
then directed everyone’s attention to a map that shows the proposed improvements. These
improvements include the roadway that will be overlaid with new pavement which
represented in blue and represented in red on the map is the frontage of Town of Brunswick
property that was purchased to expand public access to Simpson’s Point. Farrell recollected
that this area has presented challenges with parking, a narrow access road, and restricted
emergency vehicle access during peak summer usage. Farrell established that this road
would be overlaid from the beginning of the access to the Town-owned frontage on the
ocean side of the property to the head of the ramp and it would also include the paved turn
around. This upgrade would also include a widening of the access road to include a wider
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berth for cars to parallel park, allowing for two lanes of traffic to pass by one another
safely. Farrell highlighted that the proposed upgrades in blue on the map would be paid by
Capital Improvement Project funds for roads while the Town Manager has proposed that
the parking lot upgrades in green and the frontage road be funded with the proceed of the
sale of 946 Mere Point, which totals $180,000.
Director Farrell summarized that the Town Council ultimately determined to table the
matter after ample discussion. To that point, Farrell stated that all councilors felt the work
needed to be completed, but the funding of the project wasn’t agreed upon. Farrell noted
that Councilor Walker proposed that the project be funded through Small Harbor
Improvement Plan funds through the MaineDOT. Farrell explained that Walker was aware
of funding that funding totaling $100,000 could potentially be acquired through that grant
process if they look favorable upon the project. Farrell continued to explain that Walker
believed this exact purpose is what the funds were intended to support. Farrell concluded
that the Town Council intended to complete more research about the funding source and
thus tabled the discussion until their next meeting. Farrell added, however, that the Council
Chair inquired if there was general consensus about the work going forward and the
majority of Town Councilors believed the work was a priority. Farrell suggested that this
project’s completion was just a matter of piecing together funds to get it done.
Director Farrell then acknowledged that the widening of the road may draw some concerns
given that the widening of the road contemplated some tree removal. Farrell noted that the
situation at Simpson’s Point, however, is untenable and these upgrades would help to
alleviate some of the problems. Farrell then welcomed feedback from either Chair Lyne or
Commissioner Archbell with regard to the most recent joint meeting of leadership from the
Recreation Commission and the Rivers and Coastal Waters Commission.
Chair Lyne began by clarifying that much of the proposed work is to be conducted by
Brunswick Public Works, but the actionable work of the joint committee includes
addressing rules, regulations, and what will be allowed at Simpson’s Point. To that point
Lyne noted that the Maine DEP does not allow Simpson’s Point to operate as an active boat
landing, but it is still considered an active landing in the Town of Brunswick Ordinance.
Lyne noted that while this landing is always open for hand-carry craft, it is unclear whether
or not this landing will open for motorized access. Lyne also noted that other uses like
fishing and swimming are still to be considered, but the goal is that allowable uses are
preserved and activities happening at the landing are legal in nature.
Farrell followed up these remarks by establishing that the next meeting of the joint
committee would include the Brunswick Town Manager and would focus on how to make
ordinance amendments that the subcommittee proposes to their respective commissions.
Farrell explained that any changes agreed upon by the subcommittee would have to be
presented to both commissions and a joint recommendation would be presented to the
Town Council to consider the ordinance changes. Farrell emphasized that this should occur
prior to the next use season and this will take some time given that there needs to be a
public process involved. Lyne added that this particular location, similar to Mere Point
Boat Launch, is one where Park Rangers would be deployed during a high-use time. Lyne
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explained that this site is a perfect example of how increased Town of Brunswick presence
would help to alleviate some of the challenges with mixed usage at Simpson’s Point during
peak times.
6c

CONSIDERATION OF RECREATION IMPACT FEE USE TO FUND
ACQUISITION OF (144 +/-) ACRES OF PROPERTY ON THE WEST SIDE
BETWEEN THE RUNWAY AT BRUNSWICK LANDING AND ROUTE 123
Director Farrell directed everyone’s attention to a map of the various conveyance
properties for the Brunswick Landing. Farrell noted that the Town Council listen to a
presentation at a recent meeting about the plan for a residential project and land
conservation on a parcel of land totaling 144 acres on the west side of Brunswick Landing.
Farrell outlined that map shows land that was to be retained by Bowdoin College, but
Bowdoin College no longer wanted the land so it was reverted back to Midcoast Regional
Redevelopment Authority who contemplated a residential and conservational use for the
land. Farrell explained that a large percentage of the parcel contains wetlands and is still
heavily used by the public for mountain bike trails. Farrell concluded that while MRRA
worked on the project, there was a constituency that was interested in preserving the whole
parcel as open space to retained and managed by the Town. Farrell concluded that the
Town Council discussed acquiring the whole 144 acre property at price of $70-90,000 or
less than $500 an acre.
Director Farrell noted that the Town Council was discussing how to pay for the parcel and
they contemplated using some of the funds from the sale of the property at 946 Mere Point.
Profits from this land sale, Farrell noted, had at one point been considered for the
acquisition of water access sites. Farrell explained that during this discussion Councilor
Walker expressed that this use did not seem to align with the intended use of the proceeds
from the land sale. Farrell continued to explain that they also considered using the Town’s
general fund for purchase. Farrell added that the Town Manager specifically inquired if the
Recreation Commission would consider a contribution toward the acquisition fee from the
Recreation Impact Fee Fund.
Director Farrell then segued to discussing an agreement between MRRA, the Town of
Brunswick and Bowdoin College to ensure that a Bike/ Pedestrian Corridor was maintained
throughout the properties matter how each different entity decided to develop their parcel
so that there was a true perimeter road throughout the entire 3000 acre parcel. Farrell noted
that this property has recreation value because it is a key piece in a much bigger pie for
perimeter trail property and also connects to the Kate Furbish West property, along with
another property that the Town of Brunswick owns on Merriconeag road that abuts the
Mere Creek Golf Course property. When specifically asked what the Town of Brunswick
would do with the property, Farrell explained that the existing trails should be realigned to
avoid the wetlands and one continuous trail would be made that connects to the Furbish
Trails on the southern end and to the perimeter trail on the northern end.
Director Farrell concluded that this land would be for recreation purposes as it is passive in
nature and he also noted that he would not recommend this land for development beyond
trail work. Farrell established that the price of the parcel at less than $500 per acre is
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extremely reasonable and he believed that the Recreation Commission should consider
some expenditure from the Recreation Impact Fee fund to fund a portion of the acquisition.
Farrell added that the Recreation Impact Fee fund currently totals $342,000 and a large
portion of those funds just came to the Town of Brunswick in the last few months in
response to the large residential development being erected on Brunswick Landing
currently. Farrell encouraged Commissioners to consider an appropriation of funds that
could be added to funds proposed by Councilor Walker, like from Maine Outdoor Heritage
Fund. Farrell stated that Brunswick had previously been a recipient grant funds from Maine
Outdoor Heritage in order to complete the prescriptive burns out on the Captain Fitzgerald
property. Farrell concluded that this proposal would be very strong and Councilor Walker
proposed requesting $20,000 as this is the most they tend to allocate to a worthy project.
Director Farrell explained that he also had a conversation with Angela Twitchell at the
Brunswick-Topsham Land Trust to see if the Land Trust would be interested in partnering
throughout the fundraising process. Farrell continued to explain that Twitchell intended to
discuss this possibility with her board at the end of the week, but Twitchell felt that this is a
parcel that they would likely want to participate in. Farrell expressed that he had been very
judicious in trying not to use the Recreation Impact Fees with the intent to use it as a match
with Land and Water Conservation Funds to develop some of the outdoor facilities, but
given what the perimeter trail means to the Town and the essential connection it creates,
Farrell reiterated his emphasis on the Recreation Commission considering to advise the
Town Council on using no more than $35,000 from the Recreation Impact Fee fund to be
used on a portion of acquisition funds to secure the parcel.
Chair Lyne added that this land is also historically part of the Town Commons in addition
to creating an important connection. Director Farrell affirmed that this land was indeed part
of the original historic Town Commons. Chair Lyne then summarized that the Town
Council has asked the Recreation Commission to consider whether or not it is reasonable to
use some of the Recreation Impact Fees in order to help fund the acquisition and how much
money would be allowed. Lyne noted that he also wanted to be judicious with the fund in
order to better match with grant opportunities, but given the history of the land, Lyne felt
that this acquisition would be a reasonable use of Recreation Impact Fees.
Farrell added that many Town Councilors felt it was important to not drain the Recreation
Impact Fee funds in order to acquire this land given that the funds were considered as part
of the LC3 committee project to develop the land adjacent to the Recreation Center. Lyne
asked if the Town Council would have the power to make a decision about the Recreation
Impact Fees no matter what the Recreation Commission advised. Farrell confirmed that the
Town Council is looking for a recommendation from the Recreation Commission, but that
they have the authority to use all of the money if they choose as long it was for recreation
land or development of recreation facilities.
Chair Lyne made a motion to direct Town of Brunswick staff to write a letter to the Town
Council stating that the acquisition of 144 acres from MRRA and the Navy for outdoor
recreational use is an appropriate use of the Recreation Impact Fee Fund, these funds would
be used to match grants funds and would make up approximately 50% of acquisition costs,

Brunswick Recreation Commission
January 26, 2020

Town Council Chambers, Town Hall
Page 12 of 12

and the recommendation is to use up to $35,000 dollars for the acquisition of the property.
Commissioner Wilkoff Seconded that motion. Vote is unanimous 5-0 of all present.
Lyne concluded that it is important to make clear that the Recreation Commission would
love to use the Impact Fees to fund improvements, but Lyne also noted that the Town
Council has every right to use the funds as they want. Lyne asked Farrell if he planned to
draft a letter for the Town Council and Farrell confirmed that he planned to have a draft for
Lyne’s signature that would hopefully go out to Recreation Commissioners by the end of
the week.
7

OTHER BUSINESS
None.

8

The date for the next meeting is Wednesday, January 20th at 7:00pm via Zoom Meetings.

9

ADJOURNMENT
COMMISSIONER WILKOFF MOVED TO ADJOURN THE MEETING; SECONDED
BY COMMISSIONER FOUSHEE; VOTE 5-0 UNANIMOUS OF THOSE PRESENT.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:23 pm.

Prepared by Troy Smith, Deputy Director
February 17, 2020

Program Report
CURRENT OR RECENTLY COMPLETED
Youth Hip Hop Dance Club –- 10 Participants
Virtual Mad Science— 2 Participants
Cross Country Ski Lessons— 18 Participants
Learn to Ski and Snowboard— 13 Participants
Youth Basketball: Grades 2-8— 109 Participants
Valentine Skating at Lishness— 49 Participants
UPCOMING WINTER/SPRING PROGRAMMING OFFERINGS
❑ Hip Hop Dance Club
Grades 2-5 as of fall 2020. Learn hip-hop choreography and technique while also developing an understanding of
rhythm, body awareness, and self-expression! Program is held Mondays, from March 1st to April 5th. Located at
Coffin School. Instructor will be Kate Andreu who has years of experience in dance and youth outreach!
Grades 2-5: 4:00pm-5:00pm. Hip Hop Dance Fee: $75Residents/ $99 Non-Residents
Youth Indoor Early Bird Golf
Youth (ages 8-15) can learn to play the fun way with former Bowdoin College & current Mt. Ararat Varsity
Golf Coach Gerry Caron! Clinic Meets Tuesdays from March 9th-March 30th at the Coffin School from 56pm for Youth. Fee: Youth - $65 Residents, $86 Non-Residents
❑

Winter Excursions
For Youth ages 8-15, Winter Excursions is an extension of our traditional Cross Country Ski program taught
by longtime instructor Holly Greene! The class is designed to get kids outdoors while discovering some of
the great trails Brunswick has to offer either on foot or by cross country ski! Emphasis will be on enjoying
the outdoors and providing a safe opportunity for children to interact with peers during the pandemic.
Participants will receive communications about the class location and activity prior to each week/class in
order for families to prepare for that week’s or that day’s adventure! The class meets Tuesdays and
Thursdays, February 16th- March 18th from 4-5pm. Fee: Youth - $42 Residents, $56 Non-Residents
*Program was cancelled on 2/16 due to weather so it hasn’t begun yet and there are two spaces remaining!
❑
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Town of Brunswick, Maine
OFFICE OF THE TOWN MANAGER

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Town Council

John Eldridge
Town Manager

January 28, 2021

Simpson’s Point Projects

Based on the conversation at the last Council meeting, we are proposing that the Simpson’s Point
project be addressed with two council actions. The first would be to adopt and order to widen the
Right of Way along the frontage of the Town’s property. The second would be to adopt a resolution
to fund the construction of the parking lane and resurfacing.
Right 0f Way

The existing R-O- W for Simson’s Point is 33 feet in width. The attached order would authorize the
Town Manager to record a widened of the R-O-W along the 300 feet of frontage of the Town’s
property, Map 31 Lot 4C. This widening would occur all on the Town’s side of the road and would
allow the Town to construct a paring lane along its frontage. The parking lane would be a part of,
and directly abutting the roadway, not a separate parking lot.
Parking Lane Construction and Paving

The attached resolution would fund the parking lane construction, estimated at a cost of $105,000
and the paving of Simpson’s Point from the northern limits of the R-O-W widening to the boat
launch, estimated at $75,000. The total of these two pieces $180,000 would be funded from the
Water Access funds associated with eh sale of 946 Mere Point Road. This is consistent with the plan
discussed with the Council in the Spring of 2020.

The resolution would also authorize the paving of Simpson’s Pont Road from the northern limits of
the R-O-W widening to a point approximately 800 feet north of the intersection of Simpson’s Point
Road and Pennell Way. The cost of paving this portion of roadway is estimated at $175,000, and
would be funded through the Town’s paving funds.

The resolution is written so that the Town Council can adjust the amount to be funded from the
Water Access funds. Anything not funded from those funds would be funded with paving funds.
However, should the Council opt to reduce the amount to be used from the Water Access funds,
would require an adjustment in the Town’s total paving program for the year.
Also attached are maps and sketches of the areas of construction and widening.
Attachments

TOWN OF BRUNSWICK, MAINE
TOWN COUNCIL ORDER
Authorizing the Town Manager and Chair of the Town Council to Execute and File a Notice of
Dedication and Acceptance Allowing the Widening of the Simpson Point Road and Right of
Way onto a Portion of the Town’s Property
WHEREAS, when using the Simpson’s Point Boat Launch to access the water for boating and
swimming, residents of Brunswick have been parking along the side of Simpson’s Point Road,
resulting in crowded traffic conditions and degradation of the road surface; and
WHEREAS, on February 9, 2018 the Town Council appropriated $71,500 from the Water Access Fund
to purchase an approximately 0.62 acre parcel of property (Property) at the end of Simpson’s Point
Road to improve access and public safety at the Simpson’s Point Boat Launch; and

WHEREAS, the Property was conveyed in the deed from Christa K. Cornell to the Town of
Brunswick dated May 30, 2018, recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book
34904, Page 246; and

WHEREAS, Town staff have developed plans to widen Simpson’s Point Road along the frontage of
the Property acquired in 2018 in order to facilitate parking; and

WHEREAS, the Town Attorney has prepared a Notice of Dedication and Acceptance to allow the
widening of the Simpson Point Road and right of way onto a portion of the Town of Brunswick’s
Property.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDERED that the Town Manager and the Chair of the Town Council are
authorized to execute and file the Notice of Dedication and Acceptance to allow the widening of the
Simpson Point Road and right of way onto a portion of the Town of Brunswick’s Property.
Proposed to Town Council – February 1, 2021
Adopted by Town Council –
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY
AND AFTER RECORDING RETURN TO:
Michael L. Lane, Esq.
PretiFlaherty, LLP
One City Center
P.O. Box 9546
Portland, ME 04112-9546

NOTICE OF DEDICATION AND ACCEPTANCE
The TOWN OF BRUNSWICK, a Maine municipality, with a mailing address of 85
Union Street, Brunswick, Maine 04011, for consideration paid, the receipt and sufficiently of
which is acknowledged, dedicates and grants to the TOWN OF BRUNSWICK, acting by and
through its Town Council, which accepts such dedication, a certain strip of land more
particularly bounded and described below for highway purposes within the meaning of 23
MRSA sections 3021 et seq. The purpose of this dedication and acceptance is to allow the
widening of the Simpson Point Road and right of way onto a portion of the Town of Brunswick’s
property conveyed in the deed from Christa K. Cornell to the Town of Brunswick dated May 30,
2018, recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds in Book 34904, Page 246.

The land so dedicated and accepted is described as follows:
Commencing at a point on the easterly sideline of the Simpson Point Road right of way
and the northwesterly corner of land described in Book 34904, Page 246;
Thence in a generally easterly direction 17 feet by and along the northerly line of land
described in Book 34904, Book 246 to a point;
Thence in a generally southerly direction and at all times 17 feet from and parallel to the
easterly line of the Simpson Point Road right of way to the southerly line of the land
described in Book 34904, Page 246;
Thence in a generally westerly direction by and along the southerly line of the land
described in Book 34904, Page 246 to the easterly line of the Simpson Point road right of
way;
Thence in a generally northerly direction by and along the easterly line of the Simpson
Point Road right of way to the point of beginning.
1
16350841.1

Being a strip of land 17 feet in width immediately easterly of and adjacent to the Simpson
Point Road right of way.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Notice of Dedication and Acceptance has been executed
by John Eldridge in his capacity as Town Manager, hereunto duly authorized, as of this _______
day of
2020.
WITNESS:

TOWN OF BRUNSWICK

By:
John Eldridge, Town Manager

STATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND

, 2020

Then personally appeared the above-named John Eldridge, Town Manager of the Town
of Brunswick, and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be his free act and deed in his said
capacity, and the free act and deed of the Town of Brunswick.
Before me,

Notary Public
Print Name:
Commission Expires:
(Affix notarial seal)

2
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Acceptance by Town of Brunswick Town Council

At a duly noticed and called meeting of the Brunswick Town Council held on _______________
the Council voted
in favor and
opposed to accepting the above described
property for highway purposes.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Notice of Dedication and Acceptance has been executed
by John M. Perreault in his capacity as Chair of the Town of Brunswick Town Council hereunto
duly authorized, as of this _______ day of
2020.
WITNESS:

TOWN OF BRUNSWICK TOWN
COUNCIL

By:
John M. Perreault, Chair

STATE OF MAINE
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND

, 2020

Then personally appeared the above-named John M. Perreault, Chair of the Town of
Brunswick Town Council, and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be his free act and
deed in his said capacity, and the free act and deed of the Town of Brunswick.
Before me,

Notary Public
Print Name:
Commission Expires:
(Affix notarial seal)

3
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Reclaim and Pave 800' N/O
Pennel Way to Parking Area
$175,000

Subject Parcel
Reclaim and Pave
Parking Area to Turnaround
$75,000

Area of Widening
$105,000

Data shown on this map is provided for planning and informational purposes only. The municipality and CAI Technologies are not responsible for any use for other purposes
or misuse or misrepresentation of this map.

TOWN OF BRUNSWICK, MAINE
TOWN COUNCIL
A Resolution Authorizing the Widening of a Section of Simpson’s Point Road to Facilitate
Parking, and Paving Simpson’s Point Road and Appropriating Funds from the Water Access
Fund to Fund the Cost of the Road Widening and Paving the Road from the Parking to the
Boat Launch, and Approving the Expenditure Street Resurfacing/Rehabilitation Reserve
Funds to Accommodate Additional Paving of Simpson’s Point Road
WHEREAS, in 2016, proceeds from the sale of real property at 946 Mere Point Road were deposited
into a special revenue fund restricted with the following Town Council motion: “to have any funds
from the sale proceeds go back to fund water access needs after back taxes are paid” (the “Water
Access Fund”); and

WHEREAS, on February 9, 2018 the Town Council appropriated $71,500 from the Water Access Fund
to purchase an approximately 0.62 acre parcel of property at the end of Simpson’s Point Road to
improve access and public safety at the Simpson’s Point Boat Launch; and

WHEREAS, when using the Simpson’s Point Boat Launch to access the water for boating and
swimming, residents of Brunswick have been parking along the side of Simpson’s Point Road,
resulting in crowded traffic conditions and degradation of the road surface; and

WHEREAS, Town staff have developed plans to widen Simpson’s Point Road along the frontage of
the parcel purchased in 2018, and have estimated the cost of construction at $105,000 (Parking
Area); and

WHEREAS, Town staff have estimated the cost to reclaim and pave Simpson’s Point Road in two
sections: $175,000 for the section from 800 feet north of Pennell Way to the northern limit of the
widening (North Paving Project), and $75,000 from the northern limits of the widening to Boat
Launch, including the turn-around area (South Paving Project); and
WHEREAS, the Town Manager recommends that the current balance in the Water Access Fund
($180,911.29) be used to cover the cost of the Parking Area and the South Paving Project; and

WHEREAS, the Town Manager recommends that the North Paving Project be funded through the
Town’s Street Resurfacing/Rehabilitation Fund,

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the amount of $180,911.29 be appropriated from the
Water Access Fund to fund to widen a section of Simpson’s Point Road for parking, and to rehabilitate
Simpson’s Point Road from the northern limits of the widening to the boat launch.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the cost to reclaim and pave Simpson’s Point Road from the
northern limits of widening to a point approximately 800 feet north of Pennell Way is approved to
be paid from the Town’s Street Resurfacing/Rehabilitation Fund.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Town Manager is authorized to fund any additional costs that
the Town Manager determines to be related to construction of the Parking Area and the Paving
Projects from funds appropriated in the Town’s municipal budget.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Town Manager, or his designee, is authorized to execute any
and all agreements determined, in the Town Manager’s judgment, to be in the best interest of the
Town of Brunswick in order to complete the Parking Area and Paving Projects; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that any actions taken to date by the Town Manager in connection with
the development and completion of the Parking Area and Paving Projects are hereby ratified,
confirmed, and approved.
Proposed to Town Council – February 1, 2021
Adopted by Town Council -

INCORPORATED 1739
85 Union Street
Brunswick, Maine 04011-2418
TELEPHONE (207) 725-6659
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Brunswick Mall ice skating rink scrapped for the season
pressherald.com/2021/02/14/brunswick-mall-ice-skating-rink-scrapped-for-the-season/
By C. Thacher Carter

February 14, 2021

BRUNSWICK — The Brunswick Mall skating rink, typically located on Maine Street, will not
be opening this season due to uncooperative temperatures and a lack of snow, according to
organizers.
“Unfortunately, we have made attempts starting back in December and again in January to
get the Mall ice rink up and operational, however mild temperatures, lack of snow and the
loss of frost in the rink area has thwarted all previous attempts,” said a statement on the
town’s website.
“At this point, we would need an extended cold snap and a minimum of one full week of such
conditions accompanied by adequate snow depths to support a perimeter berm necessary to
contain the water until it would fully freeze.”
The statement also said that, on a normal year, the town struggles to maintain the rink after
February school vacation due to weather. Since that timeframe is approaching, the parks and
recreation department has “decided to forgo continuing to make ice at the Mall.”

1/2

“The Mall is a totally different challenge in terms of how ice is made there,” said Parks and
Rec Director Tom Farrell.
Farrell said this is the first time the department has not been able to open the rink since he
became the director in 1984.
“We made the decision to discontinue trying about 10 days ago,” he said, mentioning that
sunlight exposure in that area was also a factor.
Farrell said that the COVID-19 pandemic did not play a role in the status of the Mall rink,
and that the Lishness Hockey Rink is currently open, and Coffin Pond Rink will “hopefully
open in the coming days.”
According to Farrell, the town usually tries to have the rink open by Christmas, but has
struggled to keep it open the past few years. Additionally, the Lishness Hockey Rink and
Coffin Pond Rink have characteristics that make opening more feasible, such as their
perimeters and base layers, he said.
“It hasn’t been open weeks at a time consecutively for a number of years because of the
changing weather conditions,” he said, citing the more mild winters the Midcoast has seen
over the past two or three decades.
Jane Millett, a Brunswick local, former town councilor and proponent of the Mall Ice Skating
Rink, said in a phone call that “It really just is an iconic feature to our town, and I think along
with the Christmas lights and the BDA’s (Brunswick Downtown Association) activities, its
really really an important piece for us to keep going forward.”
“The nice thing about that rink is you see families there and kids, who are learning, and it’s
just a really nice meeting place for people,” she said. “Kids really do enjoy it, I mean I used to
take my kids down there all the time when they were little to go ice skating,”
Farrell also said that in lieu of the Mall rink, this year the Parks and Recreation personnel has
transitioned to maintaining 7 miles of cross country ski trails at the Kate Furbish Preserve,
which are available to the public.
Comments are not available on this story.
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